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Jürgen Taschke has broad experience in advising companies from all different
sectors in the field of white collar, corporate crime and investigations. He
focuses on managing regulatory risks as well as the defence of multinational
organisations, especially in corruption, fraud and tax matters. His experience
also covers the defence of organisations in environmental matters.
Much of Jürgen's work is international and involves contacts with prosecutors and regulators
in Europe, the US and Asia. When it comes to cross-border matters, he works closely
together with his colleagues from the Corporate Crime, Investigations and Compliance group,
a number of skilled lawyers having the necessary experience on a local and international
level.
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He is EMEA Head of International Corporate Crime, Investigations and Compliance of DLA Piper.
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CREDENCIALES

Cualificaciones profesionales
Rechtsanwalt registered with Rechtsanwaltskammer Frankfurt am Main

Reconocimientos
JUVE Handbook 2018/2019: "Leading Name" for compliance audits and investigations as well as "frequently recommended"
for dispute resolution: corporate litigation; "with vision", competitor
Legal 500 Germany 2019: "Recommended" for compliance: internal investigations and dispute resolution: corporate litigation
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Chambers Europe Germany 2019: "Band 1" for dispute resolution: white collar crime corporate advisory and "ranked " for
compliance
Handelsblatt in cooperation with Best Lawyers 2020: "Recommended" for criminal defense

Honorary Professor
The Goethe-University in Frankfurt/Main appointed Jürgen Taschke Honorary Professor in 2009.

NOVEDADES
Jürgen has published more than 50 books and articles. A significant number of the publications deal with the criminal and civil
liability of management, corporations and associated questions, eg forfeiture, criminal and administrative fines.
He is also co-editor of the Journal Neue Zeitschrift für Wirtschafts-, Steuer- und Unternehmensstrafrecht (New Journal for
Economic Criminal law, tax criminal law and corporation related criminal law) and member of the advisory board of the Journal
Strafverteidiger (The Defense Lawyer).

Publicaciones
The Second Circuit rules against DOJ's aggressive assertion of extraterritorial FCPA jurisdiction over foreign
accessories
29 AUG 2018
The ruling stands to limit DOJ's ability to bring FCPA charges against foreign nationals who do not travel to the US.

Decision of the German Constitutional Court on attorney-client privilege in internal investigations
6 JUL 2018
The current legislation and jurisprudence regarding information and documents derived from internal investigations is ambiguous.
The German Constitutional Court decided on 6 July 2018 that the seizure of documents from an internal investigation in
connection with the Diesel-investigations was lawful.
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